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Press Release

GWJ Expands Automotive Engagement

Braunschweig, 28. May 2018

GWJ  Technology  GmbH  from  Braunschweig,  Germany,  is  a

leading  manufacturer  of  calculation  software  for  machine

elements  and  gearboxes.  By  participating  the  international  VDI

Dritev Congress - Drivetrain for Vehicles - GWJ plans to further

expand its involvement in the automotive business.  

The international VDI Dritev Congress will be held from from 27. to

28.  June 2018 in  Bonn,  Germany.  The  exhibition  at  the  Dritev

congress  features  a  unique  mix  of  over  100  national  and

international companies and has become a central marketplace of

the  industry.  Dritev  gives  an  efficient  overview  of  the  most

important providers across all sectors of development, simulation

and production of gearboxes and drive components.

GWJ  will  be  part  of  this  congress  as  exhibitor  and  is  glad  to

welcome  visitors  at  Booth  #109.  GWJ  will  present  the  latest

version of TBK. For more than 30 years, the TBK software is a

widely  accepted  calculation  software  and  is  used  by  many

companies around the globe in different industries.

The GWJ product range of innovative calculation software is wide

- from standard  software  for  classical  machine elements  to  the

determination of whole systems up to a complex special software.

There are common features that all GWJ solutions share - intuitive

design, sleek interface, easy to use and suitable applications for

all users from beginner to very advanced.

GWJ´s  extensive  product  portfolio  covers  many  different

applications - the web-based calculation software eAssistant and

the  classical  software  TBK  for  gearboxes  including  3D  CAD

integration modules, system calculation for multi-stage gearboxes

and  GearEngineer  to  determine  and  generate  the  real  3D

geometry of complex gearings. This geometry provides the basis
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to  manufacture  cylindrical  and  bevel  gears  in  conjunction  with

multi-axis machining centers.

Based  on  our  wide-ranging  and  scalable  technology platforms,

GWJ considers itself  an ideal partner for the automotive branch

from  prototype  manufacturer  to  supplier  of  components  and

systems in the drive technology business to the develeopment of

complex transmission systems for vehicle manufacturers.

Visit www.gwj.de for more information or contact GWJ at +49 (0)

531 1293990 or send an email to info@gwj.de.

(Number of Characters: 2272)

About GWJ Technology

Focusing on mechanical engineering, GWJ Technology, a leading engineering
company with its headquarter in Braunschweig, Germany, stands for high quality
products and innovative software development. With keen insight, high energy
and  an  enthusiastic  team  of  engineers,  we  put  our  utmost  efforts,  skills,
knowledge  and  passion  into  our  work  to  achieve  top  quality  products.  Our
portfolio includes the development of standard calculation software for machine
elements, such as shafts, rolling bearings, cylindrical gears, bevel gears, etc. To
increase the efficiency in the design process and to combine calculation and
CAD,  we  provide  CAD plugins  for  various  3D  CAD systems.  Our  software
solutions are designed with a sleek user interface, making it easier than ever to
design  or  re-calculate  machine  elements.  Additionally,  we  have  geared  our
company to offer a special software application for the determination of real 3D
tooth form geometries of complex gears. The tooth form is the basis for a 3D
model to manufacture gears in conjunction with multi-axis machining centers.
The software opens completely new possibilities for engineering.

Contact:
Mr Gunther Weser, GWJ Technology GmbH
Tel.: +49 (0) 531 129 399-0, Fax: +49 (0) 531 129 399-29
Email: g.weser@gwj.de, Web: www.gwj.de

Figure 1 (eA_TBK_SM_CAD.tif): GWJ´s Innovative 
Calculation Solutions
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